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Fragrant fish chowder and pumpkin bisque, rich oyster stew and salt cod, sweet beach-plum jam
and lobster rolls - these dishes are as evocative of Cape Cod as the salty tang of a sea breeze
and the soft sand of the beach. Celebrated author and longtime Cape dweller Lora Brody
presents these and many other beloved regional dishes in The Cape Cod Table, now available in
paperback. Interspersed among the recipes are color photographs of luscious food and vivid
scenery, transporting readers to this simple stretch of paradise with every turn of the page.

From Publishers WeeklyBrody's love of Cape Cod is used to great effect in her latest book,
painting a loving portrait of the Massachusetts peninsula so beloved by vacationers and
residents alike. In the wonderful introduction she provides almost a travel guide to the Cape just
by focusing on the food found there. Concentrating on the wealth of local fresh ingredients, some
obvious, like the abundant seafood, others less so, like the blueberries used with great effect in
The Best Blueberry Muffins, Brody (The Kitchen Survival Guide; Basic Baking) produces a
wonderful array of dishes. Each chapter opens with commentary about the people and places
encountered, and each recipe has descriptions where relevant along with helpful tips. Ranging
from breakfast through the customary appetizers and main courses to condiments, the recipes
have a clean, fresh feel in both appearance and finished results in eye-catching photographs.
From the simplicity of the Scrambled Eggs with Lox, Onions, and Peppers, where the vegetables
give the dish a new twist, and the almost Mediterranean feel of the Cod Baked with Oven-
Roasted Tomatoes, the recipes are redolent of lazy summer days that can carry over and add
summer sunshine to the rest of the year. These carefully considered recipes, coupled with the
beautiful layout and food photos, make the book suitable for coffee table and kitchen
alike.Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Review“Brody’s love of Cape Cod is used to great effect in her latest
book… the recipes have a clean, fresh feel in both appearance and finished results, shown in
eye-catching photographs. These carefully considered recipes, coupled with the beautiful layout
and food photos, make the book suitable for coffee table and kitchen alike.”(Publishers Weekly )
--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorLora Brody is the author
of more than 22 cookbooks. Her recipes have been printed in The New York Times, the Los
Angeles Times, The Boston Globe, and the Chicago Tribune, and Brody has appeared on Good
Morning America, Today,and Baking with Julia. She divides her time between homes outside of
Boston and in Provincetown, MA, at the tip of Cape Cod. Visit Brody’s website at lorabrody.com
--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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G Clifford, “Dirt Bomb recipe is worth the price of the book. I used to buy Cottage Street Bakery's
Dirt Bombs every year when I checked out of Brewster Green as a thank you to all of the staff for
making our 3 weeks so successful.When I saw that Lora Brody had the recipe, I bought her book
just for that recipe. It was just as good as the ones I bought. I did make small muffins instead of
the large ones, but they are outstanding.Not the only good recipe in this wonderful cookbook. I
have always liked Brody's recipes.  I highly recommend.”

bigdog, “I had a friend. I had a friend who had grown up near Cape Cod. She loved it.I had a
friend who loved to cook. She loved it.I had a friend who took the contence of this book and re-
captured many old memories of her youth. She loved it.”

suzysue, “love this cookbook!. I recently moved to midwest- owned this cookbook for some time-
purchased it at Whaling Museum in Nantucket- also gave copies to friends- haven't seen it
since my move so was so lucky to find another on Amazon- highly recommend the Bakery
Street Dirt Bombs- yum ---”

Kim A, “My new favorite go to. Just as described. Awesome can't go wrong recipes. Makes me
look like a cook”

Lynn Harnett, “A celebration of seafood. A book for those who like to cook, Brody's latest,
organized by course, features lots of seafood. There are traditional dishes from chowders
(without thickener!) to Bacalhou (Portuguese Salt Cod) to instructions for a real on-the-beach
Clambake, as well as an indoor version. The gorgeous color photos are still-lifes with food, or
neighborhood scenes or boats. There are Mussels Steamed with Wine and Garlic, Bonfire
Mussels and Grilled Mussels, Steamed Clams and Fried Clams and Baked Stuffed Clams and
Clam Fritters as well as White Clam Pizza and Spaghetti with White Clam Sauce.There's a
chapter on breakfast which features one of the few restaurant recipes, Cottage Street Bakery
Dirt Bombs, luscious heavy donut-like balls, as well as Oatmeal Brulée, and Strawberries and
Cream French Toast. Appetizers range from Classic Deviled Eggs to Boiled shrimp to Smoked
Salmon Cheesecake. Among the soups are Oyster Stew and Bread Bowl Salmon Chowder.
Mac's Calamari Salad comes from Mac's Seafood in Wellfleet and Sunset Slaw features beets,
red cabbage and pickled cocktail onions.Main courses range from New England Boiled Dinner,
made with Stout, to Cranberry Orange Turkey Breast, Grilled Bluefish with Mustard and Lime,
Sea Bass Poached in Ginger Fish Broth with Cilantro Pesto, Baked Stuffed Lobster (Ritz
crackers and Maine crabmeat), and Grilled Sea Scallops (kabobs). Desserts range from kid-
oriented (Chocolate-Covered Cape Cod Potato Chips, Mint Chip Brownie Ice Cream Sundae) to
the Lavender Crème Brulee from Provincetown's Chester Restaurant, and Cranberry-Pear
Linzertorte. Final chapters include drinks (Chatham's Candy Manor Hot Chocolate, Cranberry



Martini) and condiments (Fish Stock, Beach Plum Jam, Pumpkin Cranberry Chutney).Brody, the
author of 22 cookbooks, lives on the Cape half the year and imparts a lot of Cape atmosphere
and enthusiasm with the recipes. Recipe notes include background, cooking tips and variations
(including a comprehensive lobster how-to). The lay-out is attractive and easy to read and the
photographs are luscious. Brody has another winner.”

The book by Lora Brody has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 11 people have provided feedback.
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